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About 50% of our body weight is mitochondria. (Mitochondria are responsible for creating more than 90% 
of the energy needed by the body to sustain life and support organ function.)  We are born with 100% of 
the redox-signaling-molecules (RSM) needed to communicate with all of our cells to tell the mitochondria 
that the cell is healthy, needs repair, or needs to be replaced.  So these RSM are vital to body health.  
When you are 82 years old like I am, I only have about 10% of the RSM that I need.  RSM were 
discovered last century, but they could not synthesize them at that time.  Dr. Gary Samuelson was finally 
successful in making them and stabilizing them.  Because of this major medical and scientific 
breakthrough, a company was formed, ASEA, to market these amazingly important molecules.  This 
product is natural to the body, and for example, you can spray it into your eyes and it feels wonderful. 
Here is a video that explains “What is Redox Signaling” by Dr. Gary Samuelson.  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEdyugiTuLE. 

My First Experience with ASEA

My wife and Sweetheart, Edna, came down with shingles 5 May 2011. It is one of the most horrible 
diseases I have ever seen.  We tried a myriad of things to deal with her initial intense blistering, swelling, 
and the continuing intense pain. After four months, she was better, but still suffering from neuralgia.

Our daughter Celeste suggested that ASEA might help.  When I learned that it was an MLM, I was turned 
off.  Afton Lambson is our daughter, Celeste’s husband’s brother.  Afton’s father and mother-in-law, Mike 
and Marlene Bennett, have a remarkable story regarding Mike’s being given his life back by using ASEA.  
I got to know Afton’s wife Melissa, Mike and Marlene’s daughter, at a Lambson Thanksgiving that Celeste 
and Kevn had invited us to down in St. Johns, AZ.  She has a beautiful voice, and we sang most of the 
day.  Having great respect for Melissa, I felt to call Mike and listen to this story. 

Before doing so, I researched the science and the company and came to the feeling that it could really 
help Edna.  She felt not to try it; she was taking so much stuff already.  I thought to try it on myself and if 
validated, then maybe later Edna may feel like trying it, which she does now. 

Becoming Involved 

I became a distributor on the 10th of August 2011 and picked up four boxes of product and started taking 2 
oz twice per day.  As my first test, on the following Saturday the 13th I loaded 17 pallets of foam blocks on 
Mark Coombs’ 16 feet-long trailer and onto our pickup truck by myself.  They are 40"x40"x50" high and 
probably weigh about 50 lbs.  They were stacked three high in Kevin Wright’s barn.  I put 16 of them on 
the trailer two high with six hot water panels between the third and fourth rows.  My dear friend and 
colleague, Gus German, helped me load the hot-water panels, which weighed over 100 lbs.  I was 
pleased with the sustaining energy I had to do this very big job; it took all day to get them on and tied 
down.  A micro-burst came through in the evening and tore my load apart.  I spent all day Monday redoing 
it and tying four 12'x16' tarps over the top of them and all around them with ropes in all kinds of directions, 
and boards over the top, etc., and again felt sustained in the doing.  I believe the ASEA significantly 
helped. 

We got to the Stout’s in Missouri on Wednesday evening about 9:00 p.m. with our load.  They were very 
impressed with how much work I got done Thursday as we unloaded and did other jobs.  Richard wanted 
to try it, so we left some ASEA with them.  He has seen significant benefit in his energy.
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While putting an aluminum ladder away and tripped over it – skinning my shin with about a two inch open 
wound bleeding badly.  Learning later that I could use it topically, I started spraying it twice a day.  I have 
learned since that had I sprayed it immediately, it would have stopped the bleeding and greatly 
accelerated the healing.  As it was it healed much faster than usual for my legs.  I have had poor 
circulation in my legs, and wounds take a long time to heal.  I was pleased. 

My Personal Test 

Tuesday morning the 30th of Aug., I had an early morning impression that a good test for ASEA would be 
to climb the fish-hatchery hill on my recumbent bicycle, which I have never been able to do without 
stopping.  I started the day with 2 oz. of ASEA as usual and ate early.  I took 4 oz. just before taking off at 
about 10:30.  I made it in second gear.  I usually have been in first gear when I have tried to climb it 
before.  It was an answer to prayer and the prompting.  The steepest part of the road is about 203 feet 
rise over about 0.6 miles – 7% grade.

The next morning, Wednesday 31 August, I had again an early morning impression that I could make a 
hill on my mountain bike that I have never come close to making.  It is an ATV trail going up the mountain 
through the sagebrush and oaks on the south of Jacobson’s property and lodge.  Our son, Nathan, who is 
an excellent mountain biker, made it on the second try when I took him over there the year before.  I felt 
then that I could never do it – a hill for the younger generation!

Again I took 2 oz of ASEA to start the day as usual and 4 oz before I started my ride going down first to 
the Post.  I spun out on the first attempt.  Being determined, I tried again and got knocked over by an oak 
branch.  I broke it off to get it out of the way.  I had picked a trail that would avoid the spin-out problem.  I 
don’t know what the grade is exactly, but I have estimated it at 38%.  The steepest part is probably about 
a 200 feet long. 

I felt that I could do it on the third try and that there was significance in not being able to do it before.  For 
me the third try and three denoted the Father, Son and Holy Ghost and so I expressed my love to them – 
feeling that there was a lesson for me to learn in this that I need all three of them all of the time to keep 
balance in my life.  I knew within me that with their help I would be successful and it was per the early 
morning inspiration received, and, yes, I MADE IT!  I felt I was impressed to try this hill because it was 
something I previously felt that I could never do.  To do this would be an indicator from God that I was to 
get involved with ASEA in helping people and not as a money maker and that I needed to write up my 
experiences now that they are factual for me. 

New Insights 

I finished reading Dr. Gary L. Samuelson’s book THE SCIENCE OF HEALING REVEALED, New Insights 
into Redox Signaling 63 pages.  Gary’s research has helped enormously in the understand and the 
stabilizing of “Redox Signaling Molecules” outside the body.  Interesting that of the 45 references he has 
at the end of his book only seven of them predate the year 2,000.  Redox Signaling Molecules research is 
a new field and very far reaching.  Gary has his PhD. in atomic/medical physics.  He feels Divine help in 
his break-through research on these molecules.  He is a very humble guy.  I believe the Lord gave this to 
him to help confront all the toxicity of today’s foods as well as what we get from our environment.  I 
believe ASEA has been given in these the winding up days as we prepare for the Lord’s glorious coming.  
It has been shown to have zero toxicity and it cannot help but help anyone who takes it.  It is not claimed 
that it will cure any disease, but it helps the body to do so most effectively.  In other words, it helps the 
body to prioritize and deal with the most serious illnesses first.  It has been shown to be a great assist to 



endurance athletes, as I have proven for myself.  It is an amazing product and I believe it will have a great 
impact for good in the world. 

I had previously read, at Mike Bennett’s recommendation, the Rich Roll story.  It is a remarkable story.  He 
completed the EPIC5.  It is a “by invitation race” because of its extreme difficulty.  It is five iron-man 
events during one week’s time on five different days on five different islands in Hawaii. Rich accomplished 
it for the first time with the founder of EPIC5, Jason Lester, a few years ago. Rich feels that ASEA was a 
significant help to him in order to accomplish this nearly unbelievable feat.  Indirectly, I learned that the 
“Iron Cowboy,” who did 50 iron-men in 50 days in 50 states used ASEA. 

Helping Others To Be Better Prepared 

The fact that it is an MLM made it almost repulsive to me.  But given the impressions I have had from the 
Spirit, I feel I am supposed to help people as part of the latter day challenges we all face to help us be 
better prepared.  I now see that network marketing was a wise decision on the part of the founders of the 
company.  When people use it they naturally want to share.  It is kind of like the gospel; the fruits of it are 
so good you want to share it.  The fact that it covers all aspects of the body’s health is so encouraging.  
So many things are for a specific problem area.  The body’s functioning is so complex, and its ability to 
sense and prioritize its problems and solutions to maintain wellness and promote healing may be 
enhanced significantly by taking ASEA

I will be happy to get product to whomever wants it at my wholesale price.  Just call me (435) 445-3216.  
Or you may visit my ASEA web site to order; they have a money back guarantee.  
www.health7.teamasea.com  In Mike Bennett’s case it took 2 ½ months for the pain to go away.  He and 
his wife Marlene learned later that his liver was shutting down, and that the body had first brought about a 
healing there.  They also learned that bone growth was necessary and had taken place in dealing with the 
neck pain problem.  He also had a prostate problem which went away.  He was ready to ask for his 
money back after two months.  His wife persisted that he keep taking it.  After 2 ½ months he woke up 
one morning pain free and has been given a whole new lease on life.  Before he started taking ASEA, he 
expected to be bed ridden for the rest of his life. 

October 2011 - ASEA Conference in Salt Lake City

I was so impressed with the product I decided to attend the 
ASEA conference that was being held in Salt Lake City. held in 
October 2011. The following is a letter I wrote to family and 
friends on 20 Oct. 2011 following the conference.

Dear family and friends,

Yesterday, I had an awesome experience.  Seeing the good 
that has been done by this new medical science – redox 
signalling molecules (RSM) – I went to Salt Lake City to a 
convention where I was privileged to meet and talk with the 
founders, Verdis Norton and Jim Pack, and to the scientist 
behind RSM, Dr. Gary Samuelson, who has his Ph.D in atomic/
medical physics – a nanoparticle physicist.

Here, you see me pictured with Verdis, who is the most 
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competent and sensitive businessman I have ever met.  At 72, not needing the money, he is doing the 
ASEA business purely on principle to make available these RSM to the world at a time of critical need.  
Given the world’s population increase, the decline of world health, the soaring health care costs, and 
escalating national debt, ASEA is positioned perfectly – it seems Divine design – to address these 
apparent critical situations existing in the world, and to be healthy and profitable for those involved. 

The research showing the significance of RSM is relatively new – over the last decade and a half.  When I 
was introduced to ASEA in 2011, there were 110 peer reviewed papers in the literature on RSM during the 
previous month.  It is an exploding and very important technology that will greatly benefit this toxic world 
toward ASEA’s goal – “Advancing Life.”  It is projected to be the most significant scientific/medical 
breakthrough toward good health in our life time. 

Einstein has his famous equation: E = mc2.  The ASEA equation is S2 = P/E2, which stands for Success 
through Service = Principle over Ego and Economic return.  Tyler Norton, Verdis’ son pointed out that if 
we have Ego and Economic return over Principle, then it won’t work. 

Dr. Samuelson’s presentation on the science behind these redox signaling molecules was outstanding.  
He is not only extremely competent; he is a very good person.  Medical doctors, who will set aside their 
egos, and take an honest look at the medical benefits of RSM, are getting on board and seeing significant 
benefits for their patients.

My Questions Answered

 I had some questions and had a chance to talk to Dr. Samuelson.  He was extremely helpful.  I shared 
with him a little experiment I had done.  These RSM are reconstructed from NaCl and H2O.  It takes them 
about three days to make these stabilized molecules.  I was fascinated by the difference that I observed 
in the surface tension between water and RSM.  Because of surface tension water drops are spheres.  If 
you do it carefully, you can place a pin on the surface of water because all the surface water molecules 
are attracted to each other – creating like an elastic film on the surface, which holds up the pin.  One 
observes the surface tension of RSM is very different and yet the molecules seem very communicative 
and cohesive.  If for example, if you have a 32 oz. ASEA bottle about two-thirds full of ASEA and then fill 
an empty ASEA bottle with water to about two-thirds full for comparison.  Then – in good light – if you look 
down into the bottle as you rock each of the bottles once and watch the wave patterns on the surfaces, 
you will see a significant difference.  The water very quickly disseminates out in all directions.  The RSM 
seem cohesive and will rock back and forth as if connected.  Fascinating. 

If you have a health challenge or want more energy in exercising and better recovery after exercising, I 
suggest you give ASEA a try. Again, the following link is an audio interview with Dr. Samuelson that 
explains redox signaling molecules and their great importance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hEdyugiTuLE.

In addition to general health benefits, ASEA has been shown to be significantly beneficial for athletic 
performance: https://denirobinson.com/asea-for-athletes/.  You can find a lot of support for these benefits 
on the internet, and I have my own personal experience shared above.

May the Lord bless you in body, mind, and spirit, I pray.  I extend my love.  Give me a call, if you want to 
try it: 435-445-3216.

David W. Allan 
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